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Par<cipants (17 persons): Andrea Beccalli, Lianna Galstyan, Mzia Gogilashvili, Tereza
Horejsova, Zdravko Jukić, Arvin Kamberi, Fotjon Kosta, Merve KüçükbaMr, Vladimir
Radunović, Grigori Saghyan, Oliana Sula, Zakir Syed, Vladimer Svanadze, Sorina Teleanu, Paul
Turcu, Cătălin Vrabie, Matei-Eugen Vasile.

!

The main aim of the meeYng was to discuss the past and future work of the organising
teams responsible for shaping the sessions included in programme of the SEEDIG 2017
meeYng (24–25 May, Ohrid).

!
1.
!

Sessions overview

The meeYng started with the announcement of two SEEDIG interns – Merve KüçükbaMr and
Paul Turcu – who will assist with various acYviYes related to the organisaYon of SEEDIG 2017
meeYng.

!

Organising teams were reminded that they are expected to keep their session templates (in
GoogleDocs) updated, as they represent the source of informaYon for the execuYve
commicee to publish relevant session informaYon on the sessions’ webpages on the SEEDIG
website. It was noted that, in some cases, it is not clear from the session templates whether
teams have ﬁnalised their work on those session elements that were supposed to be
ﬁnalised by 15 March (sessions iniYal Ytles, teasers, key words, and resources). A call was
made for them to clarify these issues as soon as possible.

!

Teams were also reminded that the second deadline for their work is 15 April, by which date
they need to agree on their sessions ﬁnal Ytle, descripYon, and format. It was also stated
that, if teams plan to have key parYcipants/resource persons in their sessions, they should
start discussing about these roles as soon as possible. Even if the deadline for conﬁrming
such key parYcipants/resource persons is at the end of the April, it would be good to start
contacYng people as soon as possible. The execuYve commicee stands ready to assist teams
where needed, including in terms of reaching out to possible key parYcipants/resource
persons/moderators/etc. Moreover, the execuYve commicee menYoned that, in excepYonal
cases, extensions of deadlines are possible. But teams are asked to make such requests as
soon as possible.

!
2.
!

Organising teams: progress
• (S1) Internet governance (IG): The team shared that they do not have any concerns
regarding meeYng the deadlines. It has been stated that the discussions on the
format of the session sYll conYnues.

!

• (S2) Access: None of the organising team members parYcipated in the meeYng.
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• (S3) Human rights: The team is about to ﬁnalise work on most of the session
elements; however, a licle more Yme might be needed, since the session template
now contains feedback and suggesYons from various team members, but this input
needs to be further consolidated

!

• (S4) Internet of Things (IoT): The organising team has progressed on many session
elements, including Ytle, format, and general. In terms of key parYcipants, they have
started asking for the contribuYon of several actors, and in return received quesYons
on any possible travel support. (It has been noYﬁed that there will not be,
unfortunately any travel support for key parYcipants, since SEEDIG has already
provided travel support for Youth School and Fellowship Programme. However, it has
been discussed that the remote parYcipaYon to meeYng is an opYon.)

!

• (S5) Interna<onalized domain names (IDNs): The team menYoned that they sYll
have issues to discuss, including with regard to the content of the session, but that
there is no need for extension of deadline.

!

• (S6) Cybersecurity: The team stated that they might need an extension; however,
they have a quite well-structured and interacYve session format right now.

!
• Open data slot: None of the organising team members parYcipated in the meeYng.
!
!
3. Final remarks
!

On the issue of travel support for possible key parYcipants/resource persons for SEEDIG
session, it was noted that SEEDIG does not have such a possibility. On this note, parYcipants
were reminded that the iniYaYve is supported through voluntary ﬁnancial contribuYons,
and, as such, any eﬀorts and support in reaching out to and idenYfying possible new
sponsors are more that welcome.

!

Teams that need support in idenYfying or contacYng possible moderators/key parYcipants/
resource persons for their sessions are welcome to contact the execuYve commicee.
Moreover, SEEDIG’s supporYng organisaYons could also be of help in this regard.

!

When teams ﬁnalise their work on any of the session elements, they should update their
session templates and inform the execuYve commicee. Finalised details will then be
published on the SEEDIG website.

!

At least one more online planning meeYng for all organising teams will be held before the
SEEDIG 2017 meeYng (24–25 May, Ohrid).
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